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In Student Senate Action:

New officers take positions,
Dean lecture 'breaks even'
by Anna Hibbard
Determination, enthusiasm
and new ideas are key words of
the newly elected ASB senators
and executive officers. Elected
to positions in the recent ASUPS
elections were: President Lyle
Gelbach, Business Vice-President
Becky White; Executive
Vice-President IVEChael Wiesmann;
and senators Frank Washburn,
Steve Polhlman, Joe Opray, Jim
Brown, Terry McKellar, and
Fred Grimm
Gelbach, who has a strong
background in activities at UPS
said that his goal is to make
more efficient use of student
resources and funds in the
coming year. White, as business
vice-president, forsees a variety
of innovative ideas and activities
developing this year, including
increased usage of student
transportation vans (such as the
Loggermobile), establishment of
a university information center,
possible change in the advising
system and a new format for
Cellar X.
"I'm very interested in
extending the legal advising
system", stated Wiesman.

He explained that as
Executive Vice-president, he is
in direct link with an attorney.
If a student has a legal problem,
Wiesman can serve as liason,
giving the attorney's legal advice
and recomendations to the
student. Wiesman, who now
serves as chairman of the
Student Senate, presided over
last Tuesday's Senate meeting
which focused on monetary
results of the John Dean speech,
endowments and legislation that
could result in future
constrction of a new intramural
facility at UPS.
Gelbach, who organized the
John Dean lecture, explained
that since the lecture just about
"broke even", there are funds to
continue to be the Artists and
Lectures series this spring. He
announced that ASB, in
conjunction with the Black
Student Union, is sponsoring
Dick Gregory on April 24.
Ways to raise funds for
endowments and construction of
a new intramural facility are
being investigated by the Board
of Trustees Finance Committee
according to Eric
Spurrell--member of that
committee. He explained that

MUN members to attend
California conference
The Model United Nations
group will be leaving UPS to
attend the MUN's Far West
meeting from April 16 to April
19. The gathering will be held at
California State University at
Fullerton, Calif.
About 1000 students from
over 100 schools will attend the
meeting, which draws from all
schools west of the Mississippi
River.
The MUN was started 22
years ago as a parallel
organization simulating the
functioning of the real United
Nations in New York. Students
have been working on several
different committees, readying
for their discussions at the
conference.
The delegates will divide up
into participants in the Security
Council, the General Assembly,
and into various UN-styled
Organizations such as WHO

(The World Health Organization)
and others to consider various
propositions brought before
them.
Some of these are a debate
over economic and world views
of multi-national corporations,
and a discussion of terrorism
versus the right to self defense.
The students will receive
about a third of their funding
from the ASUPS, about $560,
and about $1200 from the
University. They will be
traveling in two vans and take
about twelve people along for
the conference.
The college that the MUN
meeting will be held at is very
near Disneyland, and April 17
has been designated as "MUN
Day" at Disneyland. The
conference goers will have a
chance to relax for awhile
amidst the Matterhorn and
Mickey Mouse.

Mark Lyon takes first in
Pi Kapp speech contest
Winners in the Pi Kappa Delta
Extemporaneous speech contest
held Wednesday, March 12 are:
first place—Mark Lyon, second
place—John Milner, and third
place—Kevin Budd.
According to UPS speech
professor Gary Peterson, the
contest was held to generate
interest in current events and
extemporaneous speaking among
university students. The event,
which was open to all
undergraduate students,
provided contestants with one
hour to select and prepare a
presentation. The students were
given a choice of three questions
and access to newspapers and
magazines to help them in their
preparation.
Lyon, who won $35 for first
place, spoke on "Are we likely

to get cooperation and
compromise between President
Ford and Congress." The second
place award of $25 was won by
Milnor's presentation on "Again,
talk of a third political party in
the U.S.—how come?" And
Budd, who answered "The auto
companies' rebate
approach—what has it
cost/gained?," won $15 for the
-third prize.
Peterson commented that this
contest was extemporaneous in
contrast to the annual
Burmeister Contest's prepared
speeches, which will be held in
the middle of April. The speech
professor also explained that the
upcoming contest, entailing
prepared persuasive speeches,
will be i pen to all UPS
undergraduates.

the endowment fund now
constitutes less than 10% of the
University's operational funds.
And Spurrell indicated that
President Phibbs is working with
Senator Warren Magnuson on
legislation that could invoke
building funds to small
universities.
At present, the plan for a new
intramural facility details a
multifunctional building which
would include a food service
facility. With the addition of
the se facilities, the "mass
pandomonium cattle drive" to
the SUB at noon and 5 pm
might be eliminated. But,
Spurrell emphasized that
construction of any intramural
facility now hinges on successful
legislation and attainment of
funds.

New ASUPS executive officers are from left to right: Michael
Wiesmann, executive vice-president; Lyle Gelbach, president;
Becky White, business vice-president.

McGraw lectures on publishing ethics
by Paul Ried
John McGraw, Sr., executive
vice president of McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, spoke here
Thursday, March 13, as a
participant in the UPS Winterim
course, "Ethics in
Administration." The former
chairman of the board of
McGraw-Hill addressed an
audience of about 70 faculty
and students, discussing the
topic of "Ethics in Publishing."
He was originally scheduled
to speak during January but
because of business, had to
postpqne his engagement.

McGraw-Hill, whose main
• business concerns publishing
educational texts and
periodicals, is a firm believer in
ethics and "editorial integrity,"
both of which are reflected in its
corporate objectives. The
corporate executive's
presentation centered around
two topics: ethical
considerations in the conflict
between advertiser and editor
and the stereotypes of sex-roles
in books.
On the first point, McGraw
alluded to the three objectives of
James McGraw, the founder of
the company in .1888: 1) to
satisfy the needs of the reader;

Phibbs, U of W dean
will debate on UN
President Philip Phibbs and
Dean Brewster C. Denny (from
the University of Washington)
will be the featured speakers at a
House of Critics debate on
Thursday, April 10. The debate
is entitled "Resolved: That the
United Nations is an Irrelevant
Organization." The moderator
will be Dave Campbell, student
chairman of the UPS Model
United Nations club. The event
will be held at 8:00 in Mc 106.
President Phibbs will be
attacking the UN. Phibbs is
political
scientist by
background, and emphasizes
international relations. Dean
Denny is educated and

experienced in foreign policy.
He is currently Professor of
Public Affairs, Dean of the
Graduate School of Public
Affairs, and Chairman of the
Marine Affairs Board at UW.
Denny will be defending the UN.
The topic is certainly timely.
Critics and proponents of the
United Nations have been
written up widely of late in
national news magazines,
newspapers, and heard on the
electronic media.
The evening promises to be
thought-provoking and
entertaining. MUN
enthusiastically invites everyone
in the university community to
attend and participate

Top prize in Burmeister
oratory contest is $40
With all the talk of freedom
of speech lately, it seems quite
appropriate that the annual A.O.
Burmeister oratory contest will
soon be happening here on
campus.
This contest is open to
ANY UPS undergraduate. The
speaker may eulogize or criticize
a person, institution,
policy,attitude or idea, or he
may point out and urge the
solution of a problem. The
speaker should combine
argument with emotional appeal.
The delivery, approximately 8-10

minutes in length, may be made
from a manuscript or from
memory. Judges will be UPS
students, faculty and alums.
There is a $40 first place award
and $20 for 2nd place.
April 14,15,and 16 are the
dates for the preliminary, semifinals and final rounds.
Additional information and
registration forms may be
obtained at the ASB office or
J305 (CTA office). They must
he turn-A in no later 0 - an
Fl ril 11.

2) to establish a circulation base;
and 3) to provide guidance to
the advertiser. Each of these
points must be considered and a
periodical's- content must not be
sacrificed for the benefit of the
advertiser. McGraw contended
that the advertiser should be
presented in the most favorable
light possible since it is through
his fees—not the magazine
price—that the publication
makes a profit.
McGraw admits that his
company is guilty of
stereotyping sex-roles in its
publications. He quickly adds
that his company is
spe'ar-heading an industry-wide
drive to provide a fair, accurate
and balanced treatment of both
sexes in publications. For
example, firefighter replaces
fireman, housekeeper replaces
maid and homemaker replaces
housewife.
McGraw fielded questions
from the attentive audience
ranging from the reason for the
high cost of textbooks to the
number of women in
McGraw-Hill's top management..
(The high cost of textbooks is
due to the continually rising
production costs and
McGraw-Hill. has very few
women in top management.)
The publishing executive
concluded his presentation with
"thank you gentlepeople."

Seattle Milk
Fund auctions
tuition grants
Two $1,000 tuition grants
from the University of Puget
Sound will be among the
hundreds of items auctioned off
at the Seattle Milk Fund
Dinner-Auction set for Saturday,
March 15, beginning at 6 p.m. in
the Bellevue Holiday Inn.
Advance tickets for the event,
$12.50 per person, may be
obtained a the UPS Office of
Public Relations.
Seattle Milk Fund, the second
oldest non-profit charity in
Seattle, is designed to give
temporary aid to families and
individuals who have loss of
income, illnesses or sudden
misfortune. Camperships and
educational grants are among its
opportunity-oriented programs.

symposium ,

Changes to Rape Relief bill disastrous
The Washington State Women's Political Caucus is
concerned that citizens do not have enough information
about pending Rape Relief Legislation. As we are deeply
committed to the safety and well-being of women, and
little has appeared in the press on this important issue,
we urge you to inform your readers..
The status of the Seattle Women's Commission
rape bills, Senate Bill No. 2196 and House Bill No. 208,
in the State Legislature are as follows: In the House, on
February 17th, the Judiciary Committee moved the
hearing to a larger room because of the crowd that
turned out to hear testimony. No one spoke against the
bill. On February 26th, the House Judiciary Committee
in executive session took action on the bill. After much
discussion and debate, improvements by clarification
were made. Those present passed the changes
unanimously.
The legal staff of the House Judiciary Committee
did a thorough and conscientious job of preparing study
material on the subject of rape and the law, the various
rape bills, plus recommended changes to the Seattle
Women's Commission bill. Every representative present
appeared to have studied the bill and the new proposals
to the best of her and his ability and spoke to support
the intent of the bill. "Substitute House Bill No. 208" is
now a better proposed statute than before because of its
clarifying language. It is now in the House Rules
Committee and cannot be moved out to the floor of the
House until the Extraordinary Session which will
probably open on March 14th.
By contrast, we wonder if the members of the
Senate Judiciary Committee had studied or were aware
of the ramifications of what they did to the bill before
them. If they were, could they ever have passed out the
bill in the condition that they did? Would a damaged bill
with the Clarke Amendment attached have then gone to
the Senate Rules Committee with a do-pass
recommendation? Is it possible to believe that Senators
Clarke and Marsh (who serve on both Judiciary and
Rules) were still not satisfied when they saw the bill
again as members of Rules? For from the Rules
Committee, essentially the same bill was shipped back to
Judiciary, bearing a new number (SB 2198), to receive
there more destructive amendments.

Psych major needs
to be liberal minded
To Someone's Troubled Pecker:
In a department considered to be open-minded
and accepting of people as they are, it's too bad that we
run across someone like you (I couldn't find the proper
euphemism for you). You are either not a psych major
or a psych major, who has not been properly
indoctrinated.
As to Playgirl centerfolds, if the person who put it
up happens to like Playgirl centerfolds, that's their
problem. If I happen to like Playboy centerfolds, that's
my problem. What's your problem? Hint: It looks like
an acute case of male chauvinism a.k.a. "The Old Double
Standard," i.e., guys can have female foldouts, but girls
can't have male foldouts.

Sincerely
Gerard Lee
P.S. To Women Libbers and Male Chauvinists: I
don't consider myself a Woman's Libber, in case you
decide to stereotype me as one.

Safety/Security escort
service is degrading
Safety/Security Director John Hickey's suggestion
that women on campus make use of the 24-hour escort
service provided by that office to insure their protection
against assaulters and rapists seems degrading and not a
real solution. Not only does his suggestion foster the
continued dependence of women on men, but it also
fails totcleal with the real problem—that is, that rapists
and assaulters are free to run around raping and
assaulting.
A better solution would be to require all men on
campus to be escorted by Safety/Security officers. Only
nen will the women on campus be truly protected.

Les Bos
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The result of this maneuvering was more than a
change from SB 2196 to SB 2198. The intent of the
Seattle Women's Commission bill was ruined by 1)
insisting on testimony from victims about their past life
regardless of relevance to the case in hand (Clarke
Amendment), 2) disallowing charges of rape by a legally
separated woman from an estranged spouse (Marsh
Amendment), and 3) saying that persons after
conviction of rape in the First Degree may receive
deferred or suspended sentences, creating the possibility
in effect that no punishment at all would be set by some
judges. This thoroughly raped Rape Relief bill now rests
back in the Senate Rules Committee awaiting passage as
is, further butchery, or death. Should it remain in its
present form, all women's groups as well as concerned
men will certainly prefer the death of the bill.
If such a measure were to be passed into law, it
would put us back into the dark ages as far as getting
women to report the crime of rape. It would be a clear
message to rapists, "you can continue to commit this
crime, for there will be even fewer women reporting it
than before." It would defeat one of the main purposes
of a new statute for the crime of rape.
The "Clarke Amendment" would allow the
defendant's lawyer to request of the judge the setting of
a pre-trial hearing at which time the defendant's lawyer
would be free to go on a "fishing" expedition into the
victim's past, putting her through the same humiliating
experience that keeps women from reporting the crime
of rape now. (What difference does it make to the victim
if she is torn to pieces before 4 men or 40?) There is
nothing in the language of the amendment to restrict the
questioning to that which is pertinent to the particular
case. What it does do is merely set a procedure for

conducting rape trials without alleviating the victim's
pain in any way. We are better off with judges who now
follow case law than we could be with this bill.
Those who have studied the issues and procedures
of rape trials have proved they constantly revictimize the
victim of an originally vicious crime, and that this is
inconsistent with any kind of justice. Of course we do
not know if either Senators Marsh or Clarke have ever
practised criminal law. Perhaps they do not know what
kind of mayhem they are pushing.
The Washington State Bar Association's Task
Force which revised the Washington State Criminal Code
now before the Legislature sums up the bill in two
words, "just terrible!" They would prefer the present
law (deficient as it is) to that bill. This was an
unanimous decision by the Task Force. "We like the
Women's Rape Bill as it stands in the House." What is
important to remember about these remarks is that these
are lawyers some of whom defend alleged rapists. For
them to say they like "Substitute House Bill 208" tells
us that it would be a law to protect adequately both the
rights of the victim and the rights of the accused, which
is what any good law should do.
We hope this release will generate a strong
response to all of our legislators. They are "democracy's
servants," but only by an active communication with
them will they know what we think. We urge the
constituents of Senators Clarke and Marsh to write or
call them.

Barbara Early and Donna Price
Coordinators. Washington State
Women's Political Caucus

UPS neglecting older students
More and more men and women over the age of
25 are returning to college. The University of Puget
Sound has numerous students over 25 attending classes
on a part-time or full-time basis. The campus offers
shockingly few programs aimed specifically at the
problems and needs of the "older" student. Some
beautifully inner-directed persons have not problems,
only goals. Others of us are not so fortunate. The
experience of returning to college after an absence of 5,
10, or 15 years is at best bewildering. College is a
tremendous expense that must often be tailored around
a budget already expanded to meet the needs of growing
children, mortgage, insurance, etc. Each dollar must be
apportioned to solid, purposeful classes. The returning
student is less tolerant of traditional academic games:
browning, bantering, and ego-tripping.

Returning women have some unique problems.
College women are now getting the career
encouragement that men routinely get at 16 or earlier.
Women over 25 are often stuck between the
pre-liberation values of her childhood and the current
expectations to meet the challenges. The career choices
for women are unlimited in 1975. Unfortunately, as
choices accumulate confusion may prevent commitment.
The returning female knows she doesn't want soap
operis, Tupperware parties and a spotless floor but,
having sampled a few sturdy lessons of the American
Dream, wonders where she fits.
UPS needs more programs to orient and
synthesize older returning students. As our numbers
grow, older students need to stake a claim in the college
community.

Chris Jones

Students ignoring
new library rules
It has come to my attention that many students
are abusing their privilege to use the new library.
Students that are studying and walking around on the
first floor talk as if they were giving a public speech.
I would like to thank the librarian or whoever is
responsible for placing the "Quiet" sign in the hallway
of the library. Even so I think it was printed in the
wrong language because no one knows what the word
"QUIET" means! I find students sitting around the
microfilm area at the study table discussing Mary Lou's
Shortening-Bread recipe, in a normal tone of voice.
It's kind of sad after spending over $1,000,000.00
on our library that we can't sit anywhere and have
silence. True, you can find spots where it is silent. But
what about those students that do study in that area
(first floor)? Don't they deserve some courtesy? I've
been in the library some nights when I have asked
individuals two or three times to keep the noise level
down. And they look at me as if I'm asking them to cut
our their tongue (which might not be a bad idea).
Monday night the library was especially quiet.
Also there were about 200 students just on the first
floor. I thought it was rather ironic to see those
individuals that are usually socializing with everybody's
brother and sister, to be avidly studying away and at the
slightest quirk of a noise they jump up and bitch at
everybody for breathing.
It's kind of sad when you ask your own
roommate, "Hey, are you going to the library?" And he
replies, "Hell, no! I'm going to study!"

ATTENTION FACULTY AND STAFF: Effective
April 1, 1975, the educational employees credit union
will change its days on campus to each Tuesday and
Thursday from noon until 1 p.m. in the Grant
Development Office, Howarth Hall, Room 121.
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Blinded by his ambitions:

Dean will wear
scars for life
by Albert Hintz
"The fact that I'll wear the
scarlet letter of Watergate for
the rest of my life isn't
something I look forward to."
The long-awaited appearance
by former Counsel to the
President John Dean III last
Thursday evening held over
3,000 spectators spell-bound and
gave the crowd an intimate look
inside the Watergate scandal.
Dean, in his familiar
monotone voice, told the
audience many interesting
anecdotes covering the Nixon
White House during the time he
spent there from 1970 until the
Spring of 1973.
He related the time in 1971
when he was told by the
President to come and discuss
the budget, while several college
newspaper editors came through
the White House on tour. Dean
asked Chief of Staff H. R.
Haldeman why the President
wanted him, since he knew
nothing about the budget.
"Haldeman answered, 'John, the
President thinks you look
hippie.' "
Dean said that Nixon is a
"prisoner of his conscience, not
a free man." Nixon should come
forward and confess the good as
well as the bad about his
administration if he is ever going
to be able to rid himself of the
all-encompassing legacy of
Watergate.
"Nixon," stated Dean, "will
get to see a lot of people who
served him go to jail. There are a
lot of people he lied to who
served him.
"He is not as free as he would
be if he faced up to what went
on. I don't know why he can't
face up to it."
Dean's speech was picketed
by about two dozen protesters
outside the Fieldhouse. The
group was made up of the
remnants of the over 350
students who originally signed
the petition opposing the
lecture.
They displayed signs reading,
"Another Free Ride Dean?",
"Don't Promote Watergate," and
"Don't Help Dean Profit$."
Dean commented on the
protests he has heard during his
lecture s wing through the
country, "I have to do
something to make a living. I
can't come out here for free, and
I did want to talk to young
people."
(Dean has been disbarred, and
cannot practice law.)
The clean-cut, short-haired,
Ivy-League-suited Dean spoke
for about 45 minutes to the
audience, explaining his various
involvements in the scandal, and
then opened the floor for
questions for another hour and
15 minutes.
He explained that the reason
behind why he became involved
in a criminal cover-up was
basically ambition. "It would be
easy to stand up and say I did
that out of loyalty to the
President ... but that wouldn't
explain it all.
"I was ambitious and that
loyalty was part of my ambition.
I got blinded—blinded by my
own ambitions—and I sold my
integrity for a loyalty other than
my own ...
"But I hope there are a lot of
ambitious people
here . . . ambition itself is
certainly not a bad word.
"I hope that if the choice
ever really becomes a matter
between your own basic feeling
of what's right and wrong and
your ambitions, that you
certainly keep your head better
than I did."
Dean expressed concern
about the granting of a pardon
to former President Nixon.
"What I couldn't understand is
how (President Ford) could do it
without so much as extracting
one ounce of truth in exchange
from Richard Nixon."

FRIDAY MARCH 21, 1975

During his appearance, Dean
emphasized the role public
relations played in Watergate.
"Everything in the coverup was
very much oriented toward
public relations ...

"I began talking with
Haldeman about the cover-up
and I remember when it came
up, it came up in a conversation
where he said, 'John, we can't
have Watergate hanging around
us in the second term. We gotta
get rid of it. And what we need
is a good scenario ... We need
to have a written Dean
report ... give it enough that
it'll sell.' "
Dean summed up by saying:
"Had this Watergate not
occurred, there would have been
another someday, and I think it
would have been far worse."
"Why did I talk?" he asked.
"To save my own ass?"
No, as the 3000 people
discovered. It was to save his
conscience.

John Dean spoke to a crowd of 3000 last week in his controversial appearance in the UPS Fieldhouse .
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Gelbach, as ASUPS head,
to emphasize activities

HELP-

by Becky White
Lyle Gelbach, newly elected
ASUPS President, is the second
independent president in five
years. (Incidentally, the last one
lived in the basement of Todd
Hall also—in Gelbach's room!)
When questioned about plans
for the coming year Gelbach
mentioned his interests were
"consolidation of student
government resources,
betterment of the activities
program as well as a better use
of student resources."
With a broad activities
background, Gelbach will

strongly emphasize activities. He
has plans and ideas for better use
of facilities and greater and
wider student participation.
The advent of good
programming this year lead us to
hope that next year will be even
better.
Prior to this elective office.
Gelbach was involved in student
government and activities for the
past two years. He has been a
senator, a member of the
Housing Committee and (for the
past year) Chairman of
Academic Artist and Lectures.
He is also Chairman of the Board
of Student Communications.

Internships in Olympics
management could lead
to summer employment

''There's
no
I can do.
I'm just
one „
person.
Do you really
think God will
accept that?

Maybe you can't help
people all by yourself. Then join with
others at your local
synagogue or church.
You'll find lots of
things to do.
Example: in Montana, one congregation was disturbed by
the lack of adequate
housing for senior
citizens. Because of its
concern, today senior
citizens have a new,
non-profit place to
live. The God we
worship expects us to
help all our neighbors.

VA loan helps students
SEATTLE,WASH. GI Bill
students who can't make ends
meet despite recent increases in
Veterans Administration
education payments are eligible
for VA loans to meet necessary
education expenses, Irvin D.
Noll, director of the Seattle VA
regional office, pointed out
today.
The loans are not automatic
to all students, Noll stressed, but
applicants who demonstrate a
clear need can qualify for loans
up to $600 per academic school
year under a recent law.
A Dec. 3, 1974 law (PL
93-508), which raised monthly
eduction payments by 22.7 per
cent, stipulated that loans could
be extended only to those
students who were found to be
in need after the "actual cost of
attendance" was compared to
the student's "total financial
resources."
Eligibility was limited further
to students eligible for VA
education assistance for
attendance at an educational
institution on at least a half-time
basis. The law specified also that
the course must lead to a
standard college degree or that it
be a course of six months or
longer duration that leads to "an
identified and predetermined
professional or vocational
objective." Still another
provision was that the student
must have sought a loan under
the guaranteed student loan
program of the Higher
Education Act of 1965.
Noll pointed out that
repayment of both the principal
and interest is deferred while the
student is enrolled on at least a
half-time basis, and no interest
accrues until the beginning date
for repayments is determined.
Installment payments must
start within nine months after
the student ceases to be enrolled
on at least a half-time basis.
Interest at the rate of 8 per cent
per year begins at that point,
and full payment must be made
within 10 years. There is no
penalty for prepayment. A 3 per
cent loan fee is deducted from
the face amount of the loan to
provide a fund to insuie against

Come to "The Place " for
Hot Sandwiches with soup
or salad and beverage.
757 St. Helens 627-9860

defaults. Defaults are to be
considered overpayments to be
recovered in the same manner as
other debts due the government.
Students may apply through
the Seattle VA regional office
through which they are now
receiving education benefits.

The Organizing Committee
for the XXIth Olympiad
(Comite Organisateur des Jeux
Olympiques - COJO) has invited
UPS students to take internships
in the planning and managing of
the Montreal Olympics.
COJO will operate the
Olympics July 17 - August 1,
1976, as well as some of the
Canadian trials in 1975.
Students may enroll for BPA
406, Management of Sport,

which will be offered during the
second half of the 1975 Summer
term, July 23 to about August 4.
The course will be offered again
in the Summer of 1976 during
the Olympics.
As COJO will be hiring 15,000
persons to manage the Olympics,
there are employment
opportunities for students as
well.
Interested persons are invited
to contact Dr. Ketchel,

Theatre School offers study in England
Now under the personal
direction of the Joan White, the
internationally known actress,
director and teacher, the
formation of the Joan White
English Theatre School, Ltd. has
been announced. This school has
been established to carry on and
broaden the work of the English
Summer Theatre School which
she founded under the auspices
of the University of Washington
in 1970.
Associate director of the
program is Dr. Bertram L.
Joseph, one of the world's
foremost Shakespearean
authorities. Dr. Joseph is
currently chairman of the
Department of Drama and
Theatre, Queens College (CCNY)
and was formerly affiliated with
both Oxford University and the
University of Bristo The Joan
White English Theatre Program
has been accredited through the
Study Abroad Department of
the City University of New
York. It will offer one of the
finest and most comprehensive
English drama study programs
available to American students.
What makes it so unique and
valuable in the training of the
classical actor is its approach.
While there are many other
English drama study programs
operating, they primarily involve

viewing and discussing plays, not
acting. Joan White, however,
believes the only way to become
an actor is to act.
Her approach, therefore, is
first to expose her students to
the finest of British drama at
S tratford -on -Avon , Chichester,
the National Theatre, West-End,
etc.; then she trains them in
British techniques in intensive
daily classes conducted by four
of the country's foremost drama
teachers: Mrs. Elizabeth Pursey,
brilliant dialectician on the
permanent staff of the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art;
Stuart Hopps, director of the
Scottish Ballet; Giles Havergal,
director and producer of The
Citizens Theatre, Glasgow; Bert
Stimmel, director of the
Caracallas Dance Group of
Bierut, and in regular lectures
conducted by some of Britian's
most distinguished theatre
personages such as Donald
Sinden, Christopher Fry, Paul

Scofield, Constance Cummings,
Hazel Vincent Wallace, O.B.E.,
etc., and finally she enables
them to put into practice what
they have observed and learned
through public performances
before paying audiences and
leading drama critics. The
student production will play in
two nationally known theatres
and then travel to the world
famous Edinburgh International
Festival for a three-week run.
The program will be a
combined Summer/Fall Term
commencing on 14 July and
continuing through 13
December. It will offer 25
transferrable undergraduate
credits (equivalent to 33 quarter
credits). Graduate credit may
also be earned by special prior
arrangement.
For further information
contact: Joan White, University
of Washington, School of
Drama, Seattle 98195,
206-543-2100.
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Harvey Blanks gives audience
a memorable performance
by Rhonda Hawkins
Monday evening, March 17
was an enjoyable, powerful and
memorable dramatic
presentation superbly performed
by Harvey Blanks.
The first presentation Blanks
gave was an excerpt from
"Dutchman," a revolutionary
play written by LeRoi Jones.
The scene takes place on a
New York subway. It centers
around the interaction between
a young middle-class,
college-educated, black man and
a young white woman, who gives
the appearance of a swinger, that
gets on the subway later. A
society's woes enter through the
female character which is used
by the author as the acting
media. The female character, in
this sense, is the dominating
figure through connectiiiifi and
actions. The play reaches a point
where the dominant character

becomes the male but only after
she picks on him with
accusations concerning his
manhood and racial identity.
Supression and anxiety in the
male character are realized and
the gradual dramatic build-up of
emotions come to a peak and
lead to a very draining and
unexpected end.
Shelly Knob, who assisted
Blanks in the first drama
"Dutchman" as the female
character gave an excellent,
realistic and natural
portrayal.Blanks gave a very
powerful dramatization of the
male character.
The second part of the
program was the dramatic story
of the "Tell-Tale Heart" by
Edgar Allen Poe.
This was a grippingly told
story and the transition from
narrator to character was very
smooth!
The clothes, which consisted
of a raggedly torn shirt and

pants, and the make-up, with
made the actor look tired, old
and errie, were very effective.
Most important was the
excellent acting by Blanks,
which made the character and
his trauma seem very real. Even
though one time in an
emotionally charged part his
words seem to rush together and
became a little slurred, it took
nothing away from the tale. In a
sense it added because the words
seemed part of the insane
character he was dramatizing.
The sense of instant madness he
portrayed exquisitly.
Not at any moment, was
there a loss of character. This
was a very emotional charged
performance.
The evening was an exciting
one because Harvey Blanks
proved to be a talented,
powerful actor, who hopefully
will visit ouzaaM puimany times
again.

Harvey Blanks and Shelly Knob performing in the "Dutchman".

Anti-war fantasy - 'King of Hearts'
by John Black
On Tuesday, April 1, Campus Films is presenting the popular
1967 French comedy-fantasy "King of Hearts.:' It begins at 7 & 9
p.m. in Mc006.
"King of Hearts" has become one of the all-time successes in
the city of Seattle. A local film company has acquired the 35
millimeter distribution rights to it. Through a careful campaign, the
members have taken what was a relatively obscure French anti-war
fantasy and have transformed it into a major cult attraction.
"King of Hearts" is an anti-war fantasy which is both funny
and touching. It takes place near the end of World War I. A soldier
encounters a small French village, which has been abandoned by all of
its normal inhabitants. Inmates of an insane asylum have therefore
taken over the town. They parade up and down the streets, involved
in activities which "sane" people are too busy to enjoy.
While fully acceptable as a comic fantasy, "King of Hearts"
also offers some intellectual notions regarding who is really sane. Are
the asylum inmates crazy, or are the sane people who are involved in
warfare actually the crazy ones?
On Friday, April 4, and Saturday, April 5, Campus Films will
present a more brutal 1967 anti-war film, "Beach Red." It will start at
7 & 9 p.m. in Mc006.
Whereas "King of Hearts" employs comic fantasy to express
anti-war sentiments, "Beach Red" is concerned with the horrible
brutality of warfare.
"Beach Red" focuses on a group of marines who attempt to
capture a Japanese held island near the Phillipines. It is an adaptation
of Peter Bowman's well-known novel.

-
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Court 'C' Music
"Where all people of different ages and backgrounds listen to
each other, build bridges of understanding together, to help make a
better world."
FRIDAY, MARCH 21
MARY LITCHFIELD relaxed, warm singer of old timey and
modern original folk songs with guitar, and JEFF RICE, outstanding
new talent from New England mixing folk finger picking and modern
pop chording on original songs very tight vocally and on guitar. 9
p.m.—$.75.
SATURDAY, MARCH 22
SEAN JACKSON, proud new daddy still sings smooth blues,
folk and mixes joy with fine finger pickin' guitar, and CHRIS EWING,
rolling guitar style with dymanic vocals on originals about singer,
friends, country and love. 9 p.m.—$.75.
MONDAY & TUESDAY, MARCH 24 & 25
HARLEQUIN, tight jazz-classical sound as this Seattle trio
does Paul Winter and similar originals, led by Ed Howard, reeds. 9
p.m. —$.75.
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, MARCH 26 & 27
FOLK & BLUES VARIETY NIGHT. The heart of our
activities, this open mike format displays over a dozen northwest
players and singers doing rags, blues, folk, pop and country music.
8:30 p.m. —$.75.
COURT C MUSIC is a federally approved non-profit corporation with
no employees, run by volunteers to display folk and jazz talent. They
are located at 914 Broadway Plaza in downtown Tacoma. For more
information contact Chris Lunn 584-7824.
,
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"Beach Red" was produced and directed by Cornel Wilde, a
one-time romantic idol who has since become one of America's best
though least-known directors. Wilde has also masterminded "No Blade
of Grass," "The Naked Prey" and "The Sword of Lancelot."
Some have criticized Wilde for his vivid, realistic depiction of
violent warfare. Wilde's intention, of course, is to display the savagery
of war in its barest form. Those who don't wish to watch brutality
might be advised not to attend "Beach Red." The fighting is staged
quite realistically.
"Beach Red" also explores human reactions to war,
both American and Japanese. Several flashback sequences are
employed cryptically. The film's concluding incident is a powerful
indictment of what warfare does to human beings.
On Tuesday, April 8, Campus Films will show the classic
1944 comedy-musical "Meet Me in St. Louis." It will begin at 6 &
8:30 p.m. in Mc006.
"Meet Me in St. Louis" stars Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien,
June Lockhart, Marjorie "Ma Kettle" Main, Mary Astor and Leon
Ames.
The film is a corny but delightful musical about St. Louis
during the 1903 World's Fair. Some popular Judy Garland songs are
performed, including "The Boy Next Door," "The Trolley Song" and
"Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas."
"Meet Me in St. Louis" was directed by Vincente Minnelli,
who has also directed "Father of the Bride," "An American in Paris,"
"Lust for Life," "Gigi," "Tea and Sympathy," "The Courtship of
Eddie's Father," "On a Clear Day You Can See Forever" and many
others.
Minnelli was formerly married to Judy Garland and is thusly
the father of "Cabaret's" Liza Minnelli.
Second Reminder: ASB CARDS WILL BE REQUIRED for
the performances of "Doctor Zhivago" on April 11. 12 and 13 (7 p.m.
each night, a'so 1 p.m. matinee on Sunday).
New and Used

The
Church of Conservation
Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank
DOCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS

Our fast growing church is actively seeking environment-concious new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man should ex.
ist in harmony with nature. We
are a non-structured faith, undenominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for
ministers are:
Car Emblem and Pocket
I.D.
Reduced rates from many
hotels, motels, restaurants,
car rental agencies, etc.
Our directory lists over
1,000 prestige establishments extending on automatic cash discount.
Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other
ministerial functions.
Start your own church and
apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for
the minister's credentials and pocket license. Your ordination is
recognized in all 50 states and
most foreign countries. Church
of Conservation, Box 375, Mary
Esther, Florida 32569.
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Nearly New Shop
Ladies' Mens' and Childrens' Apparel

2814 - 6th Ave.
Tacoma

MA7-0812
10 am - 5 pm

Pink Floyd'
brings bizarre
show to Seattle
Super group Pink Floyd,
allegedly formed somewhere in
outer space, brings its bizarre,
out-of -this-world sound and
visual circus to planet earth for a
concert at the Seattle Coliseum
Thursday, April 10 at 8 p.m.
Touring the Western United
States for the first time in three
years, Pink Floyd is comprised
of lead guitarist David Gilmour,
bassist Roger Waters,
keyboardist Richard' Wright and
drummer Nick Mason.
Tickets for the Northwest
Releasing concert are on sale at
the Bon Marche and suburban
outlets.

Give
to the
March
of Dimes
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Four one-acts are 'entertaining and 'enjoyable'
by Leah Mason
and Alan Smith
Last week the UPS Inside
Theatre presented four
student-directed one-act plays,

How He Lied To Her Husband,
The Hanging of Abner Martin,
The Lesson, and Infancy.
How He Lied To Her
Husband, by George Bernard
Shaw, is a tale of amorous
dalliance not gone awry but
encouraged. Henry, a foppish
poet, is in love with Aurora, a
respectable, if silly matron; her
bourgeois husband discovers the
verses Henry has written his wife
and highly flattered, is about to
offer to publish them when
Henry denies all. A polite
fist-fight ensues, the husband
having been insulted on his
wife's behalf; Aurora intervenes,
peace returns. The poet,
suddenly much older, will have
his verses published; the husband
feels justice has been done his
wife; and the wife is pleased to
be well out of a sticky situation.
Director Katie Johnson
achieved a balance, a witty
lightness in this production. The
blocking was unobtrusive; and
the tempo, in a piece in which
the mood depends on the
dialogue's quickness, seldom
escaped the grasp of the players.
The players themselves were
well-grounded in their respective
characters; unfortunately, each
role's eccentricities, quite
amusing at first, soon palled.
Brian Voakes, as the poet,
had all the small gestures
necessary to portray Henry's
sincere affectations; Robin
Degon was sufficiently giddy but
understood her social
responsibilities; George Knight
seemed the very essence of solid
indulgent spouses. This
trio—plus Director
Johnson—rendered a period
piece into an enjoyable work.

'ABNER MARTIN'
The author of The Hanging of
Abner Martin, Gordon S.
Howard, is a relatively obscure
playwright whose lack of writing
ability greatly hampered
Director Ken Waln's Inside

Theatre production.
Howard seems to be
imitating, but with only -limited
success, some of the various

have been
developed for breaking down the

techniques which

stiff barriers between different
levels of drama. The audience is
enjoined to participate in a little
drama—the suicidal hanging of
Abner Martin from his backyard
apple tree. We are supposed to
be left hanging as to whether the
suicide attempt is genuine or
whether it is simply a drama
being staged by Abner, his wife
Francis, and his neighbor,
Charley Potts.
At any rate, Abner fails to tie
the knot properly, and remains
suspended from the apple tree
until the end of the play. As he
hangs there, he begins to
consider his life—his job, family,
friends—from a new perspective,
and we gradually become aware
that he really wants to die. The
game gets a little too serious and
Abner's wife and neighbor panic,
although in a rather inhibited,
half-hearted fashion, until Abner
suddenly calls for them to cut
him down—but only because he
has to use the bathroom.
Curtains.
Except for the appeal to the
wit of the pit at the very end,
the play has the potential for
being really good. But the script
is frankly so rambling, so lacking ,
in unity of action and theme, so
riddled with cliche,dead lines
and bad puns, that the play was
satisfying only in the most
superficial respects.
The director showed great
skill in working
imaginatively with the script as
written, but this was a case
where it was even more
important for the director to
show his skills as an
editor—rewriting, rearranging,
and cutting. A director cannot
always leave it up to his
playwright to fully develop the
potential of a script.
Charley Potts was played by
Doug Hilleren and Frances
Martin by Claudia Morelan. Kris
Karlstrom playing the lead role
in his first UPS appearance, left
no doubt as to his acting ability;
we will be looking forward to
seeing him appear in future
productions.

'THE LESSON'
In French the play would not
have been easy. In English, with
one-third of the play's force lost
in translation, it becomes even
more difficult. Roberta Blair and

her cast, therefore, are to be
congratulated, for in their
rendition, Eugene Ionesco's The
Lessons, came alive.
George Knight, as the
professor who attempts to force
his useless knowledge on
unwitting pupils, was hysterical,
highly bombastic and
thoroughly frightening.
The role of the pupil, who
submitted to the professor's
treatment of her but could not
mouth back what was taught her
because of a tooth-ache, was
aptly filled by Mary Pratt, whose
anguish grew with every line and
whose moment before death was
just lingering enough to horrify.
The maid occasionally seemed
superfluous, but Ingrid
Anderson covnveyed the need to
be needed in Marie's character,
as she repeatedly warned the
professor and yet was willing to
clean up the aftermath of the
very tragedy she had foreseen.
For the performances of The
Lesson and Infancy on Saturday
night, the audience was crowded
into tiers of chairs placed around
a small clear space on stage.
Even without this intimate
theater situation, The Lesson
would have been effective. As it
was, the play not only jolted us
with its macabre humor, but
definitely induced in us a
horrible antipathy toward all
those who would "teach us a
lesson."

A scene from The Hanging of Abner Martin'

'INFANCY'
Thornton Wilder's Infancy is
pure entertainment, a welcome
postlude to the almost unbridled
terror of Ionesco. The play has a
cast of five:
Miss Millie Wilchick, as her
name partially implies, is a
coquettish and very willing
"chick," if for the sake of the
pun, we may use such a
disgusting appellation, whose
romantic aspirations are
unfortunately earthbound by
the demands made upon her by
Tommy, the peevish infant in
her care.
Mrs. Boker is a quick-witted,
talkative, slightly crass, and
wonderfully cynical mother; and
her baby, Moe, who has plans of
putting Daddy "away-away," is
perhaps even more cynical.
Officer Avonzino is an Italian
with a thick accent and a thicker
mustache. He hates public

nuisances, of whom babies are
the very worst kind; and his beat
is the City Park where the
neighborhood babies are taken
for their daily strolls.
The acting in this play was
uniformly superb. Carla Crowley
was a well-cast Miss Wilchick:
very pretty, versatile, and
capable of cultivating a fizgiggish
voice and personality which
contrasted nicely with her far
more earthy manner of speaking
when she is checking her little
urchin to see if he has wet
his diapers.
Corky Somers as Mrs. Boker
was exceptionally good—one of
the best type-character
portrayals we have seen all year.
To play Mrs. Boker well, the
actress must not let us forget for
a minute that she is on stage;
Somer's performance was
consistently high-strung, but
without the slightest hint of
being obnoxious, which is often
the case with such roles.
Jerry Hooker and Steve

Caldwell were delightful as
Tommy and Moe. Both actors,
who were stuffed into baby
carriages the whole performance,
managed a disturbing synthesis
of infantile and adult qualities;
one could easily sympathize
with Avonzino's uneasy feeling
that those "squawking, smelling,
gawking babies" knew more
than they were telling.
Chuck Richardson was
excellent as Officer Avonzino:
tall dark, and gallant, if not
handsome. Richardson brought
to the wit and humor inherent in
the role a good deal more of his
own. He is especially adept at
carrying the action forward at an
exciting pace, even when he is
the only actor on stage.
Generally, the play was
quick, witty, and engaging. It
did not have to remind you of
when it was time to chuckle
politely; it made you want to
laugh openly. Dianne Winslow
has proved herself a very capable
director as well as a fine actress.

Asian Studies Colloquiam to
show film on Hindu worship
Under the sponsorship of the
Asian Studies Colloquiam, a film
entitled "How the Hindu
Worships at the Home Shrine"
will be shown April 4, at 4 p.m.,
in Jones 203.
Directed by H. Daniel Smith
of Syracuse University, the film
demonstrates the morning puja
rites to Krishna performed in the
Brahmin household. Water
libations, mantras and food
offerings are directed to the

The dynamic band "Epicenter" will be performing in the Great Hall April 8, at 8:45.

'Epicenter'-back to rock Great Hall
Definitely one of the
Northwest's top club attractions,
comes to campus on Tuesday,
April 8.
Those who saw them featured
at the Homecoming Ball will
agree that this is the band you

SIX

and admission will continue
until Great Hall reaches
capactiy.
After that, it's wait-in-line at
the door, so be sure to come
early! Remember, with ASUPS
card, it's free, and a dollar
without.

won't want to miss.
Due to the large turnout
expected for this dance from
both students and non-students,
and because Great Hall can
accommodate only so many at a
time, you're asked to come
early. Doors will open at 8:45,
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household image of Krishna.
The central place of domestic
ritual in devotional Hinduism is
excellently portrayed through
this film.
A discussion by students
presently taking the course in
Hinduism and interested faculty
members will follow. The
colloquiam is open to all
members of the university
community and Tacoma area
citizens.

All your
textbooks were
paperbacks
this quarter.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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In intramural action:

GAGERS AWAIT PLAY-OFFS
The last round of the men's
intramural basketball season was
completed this past week with
several key games in both
divisions deciding the playoff
entries. The A Division schedule
ended Monday night with every
conference championship
decided on that final night.
However, in the B Division
conferences three and four have
not finished regular play and
Ward Smith and Alder St. have
clinched their conference titles.
Although each of the
conference championships were
at stake in the A Division, none
of the determining games were
really close. The closest was a
ten point 59-49 Annex victory
over Capital Punishment in
Conference I. Three players
scoring in double figures and a
phenomenal 18 for 20 from the
free throw line keyed the Annex
victory. For Capital Punishment,
Frank Pollicelle led all scorers
with 22 points. Annex is the
conference champion, qualifying
directly for the playoffs, while
Capital Punishment gains an
at-large berth.
The Conference II title game

was basically a matter of
redemption for the Phi Delts.
They had the opportunity to
cinch a playoff berth a week
earlier but they failed to show
for the game and lost by forfeit.
It was "do-or-die" against the
Hoopers since the loser was
eliminated as Los Palverones
have already cinched a spot in
the playoffs with a 4-1 record.
The Phi Delts muscled their way
to victory by dominating the
boards and beating the Hoopers
71-40. Keith Claypool led all
scorerswith 20 and "Harpo"
Lewis added 16 for the Phi
STANDINGS (as of March 17)
Division A
Conference I: Annex 5-0,
Cap. Punishment 4-1, Beta 3-2,
Theta Chi 2-3, Music Majors 1-3,
Cushman 0-5.
Conference II: Phi Delts 4-1,
Los P 4-1, Hoopers 3-2, Muff D
2-3, Thayer's 2-3, Kappa Sig 0-5.
Conference III: SAE 5-0, Alii
4-1, ZOO 3-2, Laconia 2-3,
Heltsley 1-4, Barney's 0-5.

Delts. Rich Gastfield led the
Hoopers with 14. Since the Phi
Delts beat Los P. during
conference play they are
conference champions and Los
P. qualifies for an at-large berth.
In Conference III, the title
game was a wipeout. The SAE's
jumped to a 21 point half-time
lead and never fell back as they
crushed the Alii's 74-29. Mark
Morgan led all SAE scorers with
22 while Danny Kuehl led the
Alii's with 8. The SAE's qualify
for a direct berth while the Aliis
have a chance to regroup and
bounce back as they qualify for
Division B
Conference I: Ward Smith
4-0, ROTC 2-2, SAE B 2-2,
Kazi's 1-3, Mad Dogs 1-3.
Conference II: Alder St. 4-0,
Trojans 2-2, NADS 2-2,
Safety/Security 2-2, Beta C 1-3.
Conference III: SAE C 4-0,
Union St. 4-0, Beefaloes 2-2,
Sigma Nu 1-2, YOST 1-3,
Midgets 0-3.
Conference IV: Turtle Legs
3-1, Tomahawks 3-0, Phi Delt B
2-2, Sigma Chi 2-2, Gooners 1-3,
Sigma Nu B 0-4.

an at-large berth, based on their
fine overall 4-1 record.
Playoffs for the A Division
are as follows:
Game 1-Phi Delts vs. Capital
Punishment, the winner plays
the SAE's in semi-finals.
Game 2-Los P vs. Alii, the
winner plays Annex in the
semi-finals. Final and
consolation games will match
the winners and losers of the
semi-final games respectively.
Watch the TATTLER for dates
and times as well as for the B
Division playoff schedule.
SCORES (as of March 17)
Division A
Annex 74-Music Majors 28
ZOO beat Heltsley (forfeit)
SAE A 73-Laconia 50
Annex 67-Beta A 65
Los P 54-Muff Divers 29
Hoopers 78-Kappa Sig 49
Music Majors beat Cushman (forfeit
Capital Pun. 54-Theta Chi 46
Thayer's beat Phi Delt A (forfeit)

Logger batters open with good showing
by Matt McCully
The UPS baseball team
opened its 1975 campaign on a
good note, despite a not-so-good
win-loss record.
The Loggers won 1, lost 5,
and tied 1 game last weekend in
the annual Banana Belt
Tournament held in Lewiston,
Idaho. However, Coach Jack
McGee was still pleased with his
team's performance.
"It was as good an early
season performance as we have
ever had," said Coach McGee
about his team's job last week.
"We played excellent defense
and our pitching was quite
solid."
UPS, perennial power in
Northwest baseball, opened the
tourney with a 2-2tie with the
University of Idaho. (A special
tournament rule limits the games
to 2 hr. and 15 min.). Larry
Janowitz pitched for UPS,
striking out an incredible total
of 15 batters. But the Loggers
couldn't manage to push across
the go-ahead run, as they
con t inaully left runners in
scoring position.
"That was our biggest
weakness," assessed Coach
McGee. "We couldn't get the big
hit with men on base." Steve
Soike knocked in both UPS
runs, scored by John Kuschell
and Rob Kraft.
The Loggers played Oregon
State University next, in their
worst game of the tournament.
The Beavers scored 13 runs to 3
for Loggers. Outfielder Rob
Kraft hit a solo round-tripper
while Doug Holderman and
Steve Soike each singled in a run
to account for the Logger
scoring.
In the next game, the
pitching buckled down once
again, but the hitting just wasn't

there as the Loggers dropped
another, this one was a 2-0
defeat at the hands of the WSU
Cougars. Greg Beemis pitched an
excellent game, striking out 9
and walking 2. Both runs scored
against him were unearned.
The Loggers concluded day
number two of the tournament
with another close defeat-a 2-1
trimming by host Lewis & Clark
State. Logger freshman pitching
ace Danny Bessett went the
distance to give up only 5 hits in
9 innings. Nick Papini doubled
to pull in Steve Soike for the
Loggers' only run of the contest.
That completed a 4-6 day for
Papini.
Boise State victimized the
Loggers next as they took a 5-2
victory home with them. Don
P a p si dero and Steve Soike
singled in John Kuschell and
Rob Kraft, respectively, to
account for both Logger tallies.
Victory came at last for the
Loggers, as they finished the
Banana Belt Tournament with a
convincing 6-1 defeat of the
Western Washington State
College Vikings. Jim Turrell was
the mound hero, tossing a 2-hit
masterpiece against the hapless
Viks. Turrell, a transfer from
Green River CC and formerly
from Thomas Jefferson High
School, is normally a third
baseman, and showed some of
hi& hitting skills by
helping himself out with a triple
and a run scored. Coach McGee
plans to use Turrell as a pitcher
this year also, especially after his
tournament performance on the
mound.
Steve Soike accounted for 3
more of the UPS runs in the
victory, hitting a 2-run homer
and singling home another run.
This game the lanky first
baseman had 7 RBI's for the
tournament to lead all hitters.

WSU won the tourney with a
5-1 record and a bigger
difference of runs for and
against them than Gonzaga, who
also had a 5-1 record.
"We look at the Banana Belt
Tournament as kind of our
spring practice," said McGee.
"The Redding Tournament is
the same way," he added,
referring to the Loggers next
games, March 26-29 in Redding,
California.
"With the kind of weather
we've been having, it's been
really hard to get much done in
practice so far. This was really
the first chance our kids had to
look at that kind of pitching,"

Nine University of Puget
Sound tracksters got their first
taste of competition this season,
as they performed in last
Saturday's open track meet at
the University of Washington.
The meet was a non-scoring one
in which amateur athletes from
all over the Northwest, both
collegiate and AAU, competed.
All-American Ken Johnson
took fourth place in the upper
division of the javelin throw,
with a weather-hampered toss of
219-11.
Freshman distance runner
Brian Brouillet also fared well,
turhing in a mile time of 4:23,
good enough for second place in
the junior college division. Kevin
Billings, also in the junior college
division, took third place in the
discus.
Other entries for the Loggers
included Randy Moon in the
high jump, Dave Richard and

Women's tennis team set for matches
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play pretty well and seem to be
even among themselves. We have
better doubles this year than last
year."
Number one doubles team is
Caryn Grune and Peggy Furman
followed by the team of Lynn
Ellen Johnson and Sandy
Stoltze. Third and fourth
doubles teams are Sue Jordan
and Frances Schenk and Shelby
Munson and Laurie Brauch,
respectively.
Leading the singles team are

time in the development of our
defense, and it looks like our
pitching is pretty solid. It just
takes time for some of the
hitters to get going."
As far as the Loggers' win-loss
record in the tournament,
McGee seemed unconcerned. "A
lot of those games could have
gone either way, they were so
close. We could easily have gone
5-1 and won the tournament
ourselves," he concluded.

Division B
Ward Smith 54-ROTC 48
Mad Dogs 27-Kazi's 16
SAE B 51-Beta C 24
Safety/Security 46-NADS 27
Alder St. 30-Trojans 21
Tomahawks 44-Turtle Legs 38
Union St. 27-Sigma Nu A 25
SAE C 46-YOST MFGCO. 30
Beefaloes 50-Midgets 22
Sigma Chi 24-Phi Delt B 23
Gooners 33-Sigma Nu B 23

Soccer team
ends season
Playing through rain, snow,
sleet, very little sunshine, cold,
and mud, the UPS soccer team
tied 2-2 with the Division II
second place team last Sunday.
The game ended their 1975
league schedule but the team
plans to continue practice games
until June, if possible.
After a 1-0 halftime deficit,
the Loggers came back ready for
business. They fired up and put
in two goals, making the score
2-1 in favor of theLoggers. UPS
held that lead until the last
minute of the game when the
tying goal was scored.
Pete Neidecker booted in the
first UPS score and both
Neidecker and Clark Riccobuone
tapped in the second goal off of
an assist from "Doc" Clifford
Highlighting the second half
play was a "slight" altercation
which resulted in a player from
both teams being removed from
the game, leaving each team
short-handed for the remainder
of the game.

Cindermen place at UW meet,
now ready for California

Coach MacDonald confident:

Seventeen girls have been
preparing for their spring tennis
season (when practices haven't
been rained out) and their
coach, Toby MacDonell, is
looking forward to some good
matches. Speaking of the
upcoming schedule, she
commented: "PLU and Highline
are our toughest rivals.
Greenriver and Olympic can be
fairly good." Coach MacDonell
also said, "I think I have some
good girls this year. The girls

he related about the Loggers'
light bats. "Still, we didn't strike
out much. At least we hit the
ball.
"I would say we're ahead of

Alii 69-Barney's AC 37
Theta Chi 49-Music Majors 42
SAE A 74-Alii 29
Phi Delt A 71-Hoopers 40
Annex 59-Capital Pun. 49
Muff fivers 36-Kappa Sig 29
Beta beat Cushman (forfeit)
ZOO 80-Barney's AC 42
Los P 73-Thayer's 40
Laconia 67-Heltsley 56

Bebe Adams and Hilary
Taubman. Following them (in
order) are Sue Char, Kerry
Filson, Cara Cross, Margaret
Elofson, Sheila Lee, Arlene
Dacca, and Eileen Galt.
The team opens its season
with three home meets-April 3
at 2 p.m. against Green River
Community College, April 4 at 2
p.m. against Highline
Community College and April 8
at 2 p.m. against Seattle
University.
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Jim Smith in the six mile ruin
and 440 and Mile Relay teams.
The squad leaves Saturday,
March 22 ( tomorrow) for
Hayward, California, and their
first dual meet of the season.
The meet, against Cal-State
Hayward, will be held Monday
afternoon, and will also be a
non-scoring affair. On
Wednesday, the 26th,the
Loggers face Cal State Chico and
Southern Oregon College at
Chico in their first scoring meet
of the season. Finally, the
Logger return to UPS for a home
meet against Western
Washington State College and
the University of Portland on
March 29 at 1 p.m.

You survived
the cafeteria lunch.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington •OLY•0
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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Prizes available in anti-litter program
I KNOW WVIAT THE PRU.G ON -nE (AN
READS, LADY, BUT THAT WAS WREN
YOU CAME IN

Colleges and universities
throughout the country are
being invited to participate in
the second annual National
College Pitch In!Week, April 7-11.
Instituted last year, the event
will again be co-sponsored by
Budweiser Beer and the ABC
Contemporary Radio Network.
It is based on the nationwide
Pitch In! anti-litter program.
Participation may be from the
entire student body or approved
individual campus organizations.
The basic idea is for college
students to team up in ridding
their campus and/or surrounding
community of a litter problem.
This year, participants are also
encouraged to consider projects
such as tree-planting and park
beautification.
Grand prizes consisting of
$1000 eductional scholarships
will be awarded in each of five
regions for the most creative and
effective Pitch In!efforts.
Over 3 00 colleges and
organizations participated in the
1974 effort. The Grand Prize
Winners were University of

Netters to hit the courts soon
by Colleen McKay
Coach Scott Kiekhaefer, in
commenting on the varsity
tennis team's prospects this
season, is highly optimistic. "I'm
impressed with the players'
enthusiasm and willingness to
work. I see our team coming
together as an entity."
As of press time, UPS was to
play Highline Community
College last Wednesday if the
weather permitted. Tuesday
evening before the match

Kiekhaefer assessed their
chances. "I think we have a good
chance of winning our first
match against Highline
Community College. In the three
weeks since February 24, we've
accomplished about two months
work of work."
Kiekhaefer, formerly a tennis
player for Tacoma Community
College, has a young team of
mostly freshman and sophomore
men with only one returning
player, Steve Warner.
Warner is joined by tennis

players Casey Ward, Dale Bryan,
Jeff Rogge, Chris Woodruff,
Richard Eisenberg, Lonnie
Dicus, Allan Barber, Russ
McLeary and Doug McPherson.
Action for the team begins
right after spring break with
matches scheduled April 2 at
Central Washington State
College at 2:40 p.m., April 5 at
Western Washington State
College at 2:30 p.m., and April 9
at Tacoma Community College
at 2:30 p.m.

Peace Research Institute
tosponsor summer course
Is peace possible? The
Canadian Peace Research
Institute is offering two Summer
Schools in Peace Research this
year, June 14 to July 4, and
August 2 to August 22. Both
programs will be essentially the
same in content and structure,
and will take place on
Grindstone Island in rural
Ontario, about 50 miles from
Ottawa. The concern of the
schools is peace and world
community, and the focus is on
peace research: many of the
outstanding people in peace
research today will present and
discuss their findings with the
summer school participants.
Peace education on all levels is
also dealt with. Students at
summer schools of the past six
years have included those who
are involved in teaching at all
levels (particularly university),
and graduate and undergraduate
students (from various
disciplines, especially political
science, psychology, sociology,
and history). Past students and
resource people have come from
all parts of the world, although
predominantly from North
America.
These schools should be of
great interest and help to those
who are actively concerned
about a peaceful world, and wish
to get in touch with leaders in
the field of peace research. Both
groups will survey and discuss
the peace research findings on
the relations between behavior,
ideology and personality,
theories and practices of
resistance and revolution, world
government, world use of
resources, inter-nation
simulation, mathematical studies
of wars and arms races, historical
studies, U.N. studies, moral
development and non-violence,
and the relations between these

and other topics. A complete
description of faculty, format,
and all other aspects of the
schools is available upon request.
The setting for this program
is Grindstone Island, a secluded
and quiet, forested island, with
no roads or vehicles, abundant
wildlife and aquatic life, and
accessible only to summer
school participants.
Cost for the three-week
school (either June or August
sessions) is $252, which includes
room, food, tuition, and books.
Transferable university credit is

available. CPRI is a non-profit,
non-governmental,
citizen-supported research and
educational action organizati6n.
It is a member of the
Association for World
Education. The summer schools
are officially endorsed by
COPRED. Limited space is
available, so immediate
application is urged. Contact:
Scott Seymour, coordinator,
Summer Schools in Peace
Research, 25 Dundana Ave.,
Dundas, Ontario, Canada, L9H
4E5.

Newspaper
Guild offering
scholarships
The Pacific Northwest
Newspaper Guild is agin offering
tuition scholarships of up to
$500. Applicants must have
permanent residence in King or
Pierce County, Washington or
Marion County, Oregon and be
planning a career in the
newspaper industry.
Vocations to be included for
consideration are: editorial,
advertising, circulation and
business departments.
Applications may be picked up
in the Assistant Dean of
Students Office, 208 SUB, and
should reach the Guild office no
later than March, 31,1975.

Five Regional winners of
$1000 educational awards, along
with five runner-up winners of
$500 awards, will be selected by
a panel of judges in New York.
All entries become the property
of ABC Contemporary Radio
Network.
The sponsors point out that
College Pitch In! Week gives
concerned students an
opportunity to work together on
a worthwhile project with both
immediate and lasting benefits
to their campuses and
communities.

UPS students
can manage
PNSA ski races
UPS students interested in
managing a ski race will have an
opportunity to do so the
week-end of April 5-6. The
Pacific Northwest Ski
Association (PNSA) is operating
a slalom on Saturday, April 5,
and a giant slalom on Sunday,
Apri16. Both races are at Ski
Acres. Chief of the races is
William Gue, father of UPS law
student Ron Gue.
Racers in PNSA events earn
points towards being selected for
the Olympic ski team. It takes
about 50 people to manage a
race. Many of the tasks involve
collecting data for input to a
computer. Those who help out
are provided with two free lift
tickets for each race worked. An
ability to ski is not necessary.
Instructions on what to do will
be provided at the race.
For further information,
contact Dr. Ketchel, Mc 220,ext.
3153.

Classied Ads
90 FOR PERSONAL
RIDE NEEDED to Boise,
Idaho or near vicinity on 3/21
and return 3/31. Will share
expenses. Phone 756-4635.

monthly before graduation from
college. Juniors and sophomort ,
in flight training and increased
starting pay. For surprising
opportunities see your Navy
Officer Information Team at the
Student Center next week- 9 am3 pm, 18 Mar through 20 Mar.

WANTED
We have limited openings for
high quality, strongly motivated
applicants in a variety of fields.
Seniors in our nuclear
propulsion program earn $550

TEACHERS WANTED
Entire West, Midwest and
South. Southwest Teachers
Agency, 1303 Central Ave. N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87106.
Bonded, Licensed and Member
NATA "Our 28th year".

It's Not
Required Reading.

The Free Paper
Look For It!

BOWL ALL NIGHT
EIGHT

Hawaii, University of Houston,
Pennsylvania State University,
Kent State University, and
Florida A&M University.
To enter this year's
competition, colleges or
organizations sho4ild send a
letter indicating their desire to
participate to: 1975 College
Pitch In!Week, ABC
Contemporary Radio Network,
1330 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York, 10019.
To be eligible for this year's
awards, colleges or organizations
must submit evidence of their
participation. Documentation of
their efforts may be in the form
of written summary, along with
photos, newspaper clippings,
audio tapes, motion picture
film , official - letters of
appreciation from civic officials,
etc. Reports on individual Pitch
In! projects must be reported no
later than May 16, 1975.

r P erson
$s u3 n. 0 01 Pae m
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CHALET BOWL
3806 No. 26th
ph . 752 - 5200
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